SCHEDULE OF FEES

Research Fees *(If conducted by an HMCC Staff Member)*

First half-hour $20.00
Each subsequent half-hour $15.00

Reproduction Fees

Black and White - Paper Copies $ 1.00
Color - Paper Copies $ 2.50
Digital Files (TIF, JPG, 300 dpi) $ 5.00
(*Delivered via e-mail*)

Photo Reproductions *(Quotes available upon request)*
Black and White & Color
Oversized Prints
Matted Prints
Prints on Foam/Gator Board

Commercial Use/Publication Rights Fees

Business Use Fee *(per photo)* $35.00
Publication Use Fee *(first photo)* $55.00
*(Each subsequent photo)* $25.00
Electronic Media Use Fee *(Film, Video, Broadcast)* $55.00

Web Use Fee $55.00
*(Each subsequent photo)* $25.00

**HMCC Members entitled to a 10% discount.**
Research Students receive a 25% discount.

*Note: Payment of these fees does not constitute permission for use. A separate, signed Permission to Produce or Reproduce form must accompany each order.*
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